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SUMMARY9

This paper proposes a novel design of a reconfigurable

Q2

Q3

10
humanoid robot head, based on biological likeness of11

human being so that the humanoid robot could agreeably12

interact with people in various everyday tasks. The proposed13

humanoid head has a modular and adaptive structural design14

and is equipped with three main components: frame, neck15

motion system and omnidirectional stereovision system16

modules. The omnidirectional stereovision system module17

being the last module, a motivating contribution with18

regard to other computer vision systems implemented in19

former humanoids, it opens new research possibilities for20

achieving human-like behaviour. A proposal for a real-21

time catadioptric stereovision system is presented, including22

stereo geometry for rectifying the system configuration and23

depth estimation. The methodology for an initial approach24

for visual servoing tasks is divided into two phases, first25

related to the robust detection of moving objects, their26

depth estimation and position calculation, and second the27

development of attention-based control strategies. Perception28

capabilities provided allow the extraction of 3D information29

from a wide range of visions from uncontrolled dynamic30

environments, and work results are illustrated through a31

number of experiments.32

KEYWORDS: Catadioptric panoramic cameras; Omnidirec-33

tional stereovision; Visual servoing control; Humanoid robot34

head.35

1. Introduction36

During last years, several research groups have achieved37

important advances in humanoid robotics projects.1–2 At its38

inception, research efforts were concentrated in the areas39

of design and construction of biped robots. However, over40

the years greater emphasis has been given to technological

Q4

41
and scientific development, which aims at achieving a higher42
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affinity interaction with human beings, developing humanoid 43

robots with friendly aspects. 44

The development of humanoid robots that assist human 45

activities in environments such as offices, homes, shops and 46

hospitals is expected. Humanoid robots are called upon to 47

perform these tasks for serving humans because of their 48

anthropomorphic structure, friendly design, locomotion way 49

and so forth. Human society demands the incorporation 50

of new applications for robots to perform various tasks 51

of service, assistance, entertainment3 and so on. In these 52

tasks, robots will be required to interact with the modifiable 53

environment and surrounded by people. 54

Most works on humanoid robots, up to date, have 55

concentrated on studying the locomotion problem. In this 56

direction great advances have been achieved and humanoid 57

robots like ASIMO, HRP-2, the QRIO, Johnnie,1–4 among 58

others, can be mentioned. 59

The vision system (based on conventional cameras) 60

on these robots in combination with other sensors and 61

appropriate control strategies are used to improve the process 62

of robot movement.8–11 63

By other side, during last two decades interest in panoramic 64

vision systems has grown and their use in the robotics field 65

has gained importance due to technological advances and 66

the increasing need to track and detect objects over large 67

3D environments. However, the incorporation of panoramic 68

vision into the field of humanoid robots is not yet broadly 69

used. In the case of omnidirectional vision systems, since 70

the Ress’ first proposal in US Patent No. 3505465 in 1970 12
Q571

and later on when these systems started to develop again,13–15 72

several configurations and theories of catadioptric panoramic 73

system have been presented in order to obtain images of the 74

entire scene.16–18 75

Compared with conventional systems, their greatest 76

advantage is to acquire a wide range of view images, which 77

allow robotic systems to become more suitable for tasks such 78

as navigation, tracking objects and ego-motion detection, 79

since the objects disappear later on the images. 80

It is common to use rotating, multiple cameras, or 81

catadioptric systems to obtain images of the entire scene. 82

However, the first approach brings in mechanical problems, 83

as the movement of heavy parts, the manufacture costs and 84

the rotation mechanisms are not always suitable for real- 85

time applications, and also to achieve accurate positioning 86
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it requires extra efforts. Multiple cameras present a high87

computing cost to form a single panoramic image. On88

the other hand, the catadioptric systems as the result89

of combination of a refracting (dioptric) and reflecting90

(catoptrics) surfaces are considered to be a very interesting91

configuration. These systems are easily built employing a92

conventional high-resolution camera as the refracting part93

and a curved mirror as the reflecting one. In order to94

acquire a single image containing the information of the95

whole scene, the camera and mirror must be arranged in a96

configuration such that the entire system has a single effective97

viewpoint,18 named as central catadioptric cameras.19 To98

generate omnidirectional images perfect quadric surfaces are99

considered as the only candidates for mirror shapes; in this100

way every incident ray of light that strikes the surface towards101

the mirror focus is reflected to the second focus. Since the102

geometry of the system is known, it is possible to compute103

the ray direction for each pixel and its irradiance value.104

Several configurations of stereo system have been105

presented: The general theory of epipolar geometry for106

central catadioptric stereo cameras is depicted in ref.107

[19], a rectified systems is given in ref. [20], where two108

omnidirectional systems were placed one on top of the109

other, vertically aligned, the special mirror as a double110

lobbed in ref. [21], and a series of pairs of distinct curved111

mirrors with a single camera were proposed by Nene and112

Nayar.22 Since our interest lies in high resolution systems,113

the last two configurations are to be avoided. A rectified114

system is desirable as it allows simplifying the process of115

disparity extraction, since the epipolar lines correspond to116

the radial axis of the omnidirectional image, even though the117

dimensions of this system for humanoid robot head are too118

large and not proportioned for a normal size human head.119

The Robotics Locomotion and Interaction Group of the120

Centre for Automation and Robotics of the CSIC-UPM has121

been conducting research in the field of humanoid robotics.122

Currently this centre has a humanoid robot prototype called123

SILO2.23,24 Also, this group has proposed an initial design124

of a multi-sensor humanoid head with omnidirectional vision125

system.25126

This paper presents the extension and improvement of127

the first design of the humanoid head. In this extension,128

the work has been focused on a modular, flexible and129

adaptable design of the structure of the humanoid head,130

with which it is possible to experiment a range of actions131

and mechanisms of motion for the neck, and with various132

omnidirectional vision systems. Single omnidirectional or133

omnidirectional stereovision systems can be used, without134

these changes affecting the harmony of head design. The135

omnidirectional vision system will provide an extra sense136

to the robotic system, and at the same time it can bring137

in a substantial difference with relation to other humanoid138

robots that presently exist. The omnidirectional stereovision139

system presented in this work consists of two catadioptric140

panoramic systems aligned and separated by a constant141

horizontal distance, and displaced along the vertical axis at a142

preset distance.143

The control system to develop the proposed strategies in144

this approach has a hierarchical architecture. The hardware145

consists of an industrial PC Intel Core 2 Duo based processor146

E4500, 2.2 GHz for the omnidirectional vision system with 147

Windows XP OS, and a Master/Server single board computer 148

Pentium III, 700 MHz+, with QNX 6.4 RTOS, for controlling 149

the installed servomotors in the neck of the humanoid head by 150

means of three PID/slave processors. In addition, the system 151

has a server–client architecture for servoing commands 152

between both PCs. 153

This paper is divided into six sections. Section 1 introduces 154

the topic of humanoid robotics and the motivation of 155

this work, taking into account the humanoid head design, 156

vision systems in humanoid robots and a brief review of 157

omnidirectional vision systems. In Section 2 design features 158

of the humanoid head are presented. Next, in Section 3 159

the description of a designed omnidirectional catadioptric 160

system as well as a brief review of hyperbolic surface 161

geometry, the system resolution and the corresponding 162

panoramic transformation of our homemade specially 163

designed mirrors is carried out. Our proposal for a 164

real-time catadioptric stereovision system is presented in 165

Section 4, including stereo geometry for rectifying the system 166

configuration and depth estimation. The experimental stage 167

focused to achieve human-like behaviours (humanoid head 168

attitudes) is divided into two phases, first phase being the 169

depth estimation and position calculation of the moving 170

objects, and the second one being the development of 171

attention-based control strategies. Finally, in last section 172

conclusions and contributions of this work are presented. 173

2. Design of Humanoid Head 174

In the design of a humanoid head several aspects must be 175

considered, the anthropometrical aspects being the most 176

important ones, which refer to the study of physical 177

dimensions of human body, and ensure that the humanoid 178

head has similar proportions to its biological simile. 179

Therefore, it is necessary to evaluate the parameters 180

of human dimensions to achieve a humanoid-appropriate 181

configuration.26 It must also be taking into consideration 182

the characteristics of human movement, in this case the neck 183

movements. It is also important that the structural design of 184

the humanoid head has the ability for sensors and actuators 185

to be carried inside. 186

Moreover, it is necessary to consider issues related to the 187

sensory system, in this case an omnidirectional stereovision 188

system, allowing the acquisition of a wide range of views of 189

approximate 360◦.14,15 190

For the humanoid head of this work, the chosen vision 191

system is formed by catadioptric systems. These vision 192

systems can acquire a range of visions of ∼ 360◦ with the 193

capture of a single image. Since the geometry of the mirror 194

is known, the rectification of the omnidirectional image to 195

panoramic one is possible. 196

On the other hand, the dimensions of the system could be 197

modified by means of adjustment of the mathematical model 198

of the mirror surface if the profile of the mirror is changed. 199

2.1. Anthropometric and kinematic considerations 200

For the integration of robots in human society, it is essential 201

to know the shapes and symmetries of human beings (as far 202

as possible). So, humanoid robots must be designed with 203
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Table I. Range of movement of the human neck.

Vertebrae Pitch (◦) Yaw (◦) Roll (◦)

Upper cervical (C1–C2) 40 77 13

Lower cervical (C2–C7) 82 55 67

Total range 122 132 80

dimensions and characteristics similar to humans. These204

concepts make it easy for humans “to accept” the humanoid205

robots in their environment, e.g. offices, homes, shops,206

exhibition spaces, hospitals. Montes et al.25 describe the most207

important parts of human skull used as a biological simile for208

the design of the structure of the proposed humanoid head.209

Similarly, it is required that both the positions and the210

transitions between movements of robotic devices are as211

soft and natural as possible. The study of neck movements212

have enabled the realisation of the design of mechanisms to213

execute movements similar to those of human beings.214

In the case of human body, the head movement is achieved215

by the combination of cervical vertebrae and neck muscles.216

The human neck has three degrees of freedom, which are217

presented in the movement of pitch, roll and yaw. Table I218

details the range of neck motion.27219

2.2. Description of humanoid head220

The projected humanoid head is designed as a flexible and221

adaptable system that consists of three modules. The first222

module, the frame, is structural and it has the shape of223

human head. The second module corresponds to the neck224

motion system (motive module), consisting of mechanical225

elements and electrical actuators. The actuators are three226

DC motors with incremental encoders and gearboxes; two227

of them are assembled around a differential gear to perform228

pitch and roll movements, and the other actuator supports229

the humanoid head and it performs the yaw movement.230

Omnidirectional vision system is located in the third module,231

which can be reconfigured to “single-omnidirectional” or232

“stereo-omnidirectional” system. Figure 1(a) shows the233

perspective view of the humanoid head design and its main234

parts. Figure 1(b) shows the connecting points between235

different modules. It is possible to see in Fig. 1(b) that each236

module can operate independently and can be replaced by237

other mechanisms (in the case of neck). These changes would238

not affect the modules of frame and vision.239

The external module or frame consists of three parts, two240

of them form the lower part of the humanoid head and241

correspond to the set comprising occipital, temporal and242

maxilla, and the third part consists of the frontal–parietal243

zone; both parts have been described by Montes et al.25244

The module of the neck motion corresponds to the motion245

module of the humanoid head. The pieces of this set are246

joined to the bottom of the vision system module (see247

Fig. 1(b)). This module includes a mechanism that allows248

the performance of movements similar to those of human249

movements (see Fig. 2). In addition, the flexibility of the250

humanoid head design makes it possible to attach another251

actuation mechanism.252

Figure 1(c) shows the components of the motion module of253

the neck. This module consists of a differential mechanism,254

Fig. 1. (Colour online) (a) View of the humanoid head;
(b) connection points among the three modules of the humanoid
head; (c) motion module of the neck.

whose axes are connected to motors that carry out the 255

respective movements of pitch and roll. The yaw movement 256

is achieved through a vertical shaft attached to the top of the 257

differential mechanism. The motor of this shaft is installed 258

at the base of the neck of the head. The motors connected 259

to the differential mechanism are of same mechanical and 260

electric characteristics so that movements of pitch and roll 261

are carried out properly. These motors are 24 VDC, with 262

similar gearbox and differential encoders of 500 pulses 263
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Fig. 2. Simulation of neck movement: (a) roll movement; (b) pitch
movement and (c) yaw movement.

per revolution (using the appropriate hardware, it gets an264

accuracy of about 0.0013◦). The motor that performs the265

yaw movement has similar characteristics as the other two,266

but has less power and gearing because the gravitational267

effects are almost insignificant.268

In this first prototype of the neck mechanism, the269

movements of pitch and roll have ranges of angular270

displacement lower than those of human beings (see Table I271

in Section 2.1). The range of angular displacement for272

the movement of pitch is −40◦ ≤ p1 ≤ 40◦ and for the273

movement of roll it is −30◦ ≤ r1 ≤ 30◦, and the yaw274

movement is −90◦ ≤ y1 ≤ 90◦. The first two movements275

are restricted by the mechanical system, and the control276

algorithm restricts the yaw movement. These movements277

have been outlined in Fig. 2.278

The adaptive design of the humanoid head and neck279

structure that supports the head has been very useful for280

carrying out the experiments presented in this work. Since281

the design of the humanoid head presented in this paper has282

a modular architecture (as described above), it is possible283

to perform various experiments with different configurations284

of the omnidirectional vision. The shape and dimensions of285

the humanoid head can be changed without affecting the286

vision system. The interior structure of the head set allows287

the implementation of different vision systems (different288

hyperbolic mirrors, cameras, etc) without affecting the289

overall design of the head. Other adaptive characteristic of290

the humanoid head is its capability for implementing diverse 291

mechanisms of neck. The entire set of the head and vision 292

system is supported by the mechanism of neck. This set can 293

be coupled with any other possible mechanism used as neck. 294

3. Designing a Catadioptric Omnidirectional System 295

The catadioptric panoramic systems, also named as 296

omnidirectional systems because of their enclosed 297

information captured from a scene in all possible directions 298

around an effective viewpoint, are based on a combination 299

of conventional cameras and rotationally symmetric quadric 300

mirrors, where the optical axis and the symmetric mirror axis 301

are aligned. The theory of central perspective projections for 302

a catadioptric image formation has been detailed in refs. 303

[17, 18], where a collection of specific mirror shapes is 304

analysed to achieve a single effective viewpoint that allows 305

the construction of the perspective and panoramic images. 306

Since the image formation is a well-controlled process, it is 307

easy to derive its geometrical properties. 308

In order to present the geometry of image formation for 309

central catadioptric cameras, the notation of points in the 3D 310

space is chosen to be represented by bold upper case letter, 311

such as X, and its corresponding coordinates by italic upper 312

case letter, such as X. For the representation of points in a 2D 313

space, a bold lower case letter is used, and for its correspond- 314

ing coordinates are represented by italic lower case letters. 315

The same notation is used for 2D or 3D vectors and planes. 316

The vision systems designed in our work are based on 317

hyperbolic mirrors. This shape is the solution of quadric 318

surfaces that provides a central perspective projection where 319

one of its two foci is fixed at the pinhole camera, Fii and 320

the other at the viewpoint, Fi. The initial restrictions of 321

our omnidirectional system prototype are imposed by the 322

previously acquired high-resolution cameras. The camera 323

model is the Ueye UI-1485LE-C/M, colour RGB, with 324

resolution of 2560 × 1920, sensor size equals to 1/2”, 6 fps, 325

2.2 µm pixel pitch. 326

The geometry of a hyperbolic catadioptric system is 327

described by means of mirror surface (M ∈ ℜ3), an arbitrary 328

3D point in the world space XW and the intersected point 329

of the light ray of XW towards Fi at the mirror surface 330

XM. Let the Cartesian coordinates’ origin is denoted as OW, 331

the distance between two foci as c, the distance from Fii to 332

the images of plane is designated as the focal length f, the 333

projection of the refracted ray that passes through it into the 334

image plane (I ∈ ℜ2) as ui = (ui, vi), the azimuthal radius as 335

rM = (X, Y ) (See fig. 3) if OW is placed on the middle of c, 336

then the equations of the hyperbolic system are expressed by 337

the following relations and its two foci are Fi = (0, 0, c/2) 338

and Fii = (0, 0, −c/2): 339

(
Z − c

2

)2

a2
− Y 2 + X2

b2
= 1, (1)

‖r‖ =
√

X2 + Y 2. (2)

Since the perspective projection is rotationally symmetric 340

about ẑ-axis, the problem can be restricted to the ẑr̂-plane 341

and the mirror shape as a profile in the 2D plane. The 342
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Fig. 3. Hyperbolic catadioptric system geometry.

problem consists in finding an appropriate mirror profile that343

suits the camera restrictions such as depth of field, working344

area and, last but not less important, the minimum focus345

distance. The geometry used to derive the fixed viewpoints346

as mentioned above has been presented in refs. [17, 18].347

As it is well known in the field of perspective cameras’348

geometry, the relationship between a point in a 3D space349

(EXM = [XM , YM , ZM , 1]T ) and its projection onto the image350

frame (Eui = [ui, vi, 1]T ), both expressed in homogeneous351

coordinates, can be associated according to the equation352

Eui = K5ExM , where K and 5 are the intrinsic and extrinsic353

camera parameter matrices.354

Figure 3 illustrates the hyperbolic catadioptric system355

geometry in the 2D Cartesian coordinates. As in 3D356

representation, the two foci are aligned along ẑ-axis, where357

fi = (0, c/2) and fii = (0, −c/2). The mirror profile is a358

function z(r), where r comes from Eq. (2), the arbitrary world359

point is zw = (zw, rw), the intersection of the incoming light360

ray at the mirror surface is zm = (zm, rm) and finally the point361

where the refracting light ray intersects the image plane is362

denoted by zi = (zi, ri). The angle θ is the vertical angle of363

the camera and its complementary angle is γ , and α is the364

angle between r̂-axis and the incoming light ray from zw.365

Subsequently, β is the angle between ẑ-axis and the normal366

n̂ to zm, therefore the slope at this point is367

dz

dr
= − tan β. (3)

Finally, the vertical angle of the catadioptric system is φ =368

2β + θ . Next, the following relationships can be deduced:369

θ = 90◦ − γ, (4)

180◦ = γ + 2θ + 2β + α. (5)

Substituting Eq. (4) in Eq. (5):370

2β = γ − α. (6)

Taking the tangent on Eq. (6) and using standard 371

trigonometry relations, such as tan(2β), tan(γ − α) and the 372

slope (3), the resultant equation is 373

4rz

(
dz

dr

)2

−
(
4r2 + c2 − 8z2

) (
dz

dr

)
− 4rz = 0. (7)

The resolution of the catadioptric system must be computed 374

to avoid the degeneration of the geometric relation among 375

the points in a 3D space, the information observed by fi, and 376

its projection in an open disk. This fact is important to obtain 377

correct panoramic and perspective image transformations. 378

The resolution can be defined as the relation between an 379

infinitesimal area on the image dP and its corresponding solid 380

angle of the world dw; detailed description of the method 381

was presented by Benosman and Kang in ref. [28] . Due Q6382
to geometrical properties of the hyperbola it is possible to 383

derive the solution by consecutive relations between dP and 384

an infinitesimal area on the mirror surface. 385

Several simulations have been performed to solve the 386

first-order differential Eq. (7) and consequently to find 387

an appropriate profile that suits the camera parameters, 388

the mean dimensions of a human head and the ability of 389

acquiring a wide vertical field of view. We have performed a 390

simulation of the mirror profile and the resulting hyperbolic 391

mirror designed and manufactured (using CNC micro- 392

mechanisation facilities at the Centre for Automation and 393

Robotics – CSIC-UPM) is presented in Fig. 4. The resulting 394

omnidirectional images acquired by the developed system, 395

and the rectified panoramic as well as its cylindrical 396

representation are shown in Fig. 5. 397

Other solutions for Eq. (7) can be found in refs [29, 398

30], where restrictions such as a logarithmic sensor or the 399

proposal for constant resolution cameras, are suggested. 400

4. Catadioptric Panoramic Stereovision System 401

The stereovision problem for omnidirectional systems is 402

analogous as for conventional cameras are concerned. The 403

epipolar geometry has been studied thoroughly in ref. [19], 404

which describes the relationship of corresponding 3D points 405

between a pair of images by means of epipolar lines that for 406

the case of catadioptric systems are curved. To present the 407

geometry of our proposed omnidirectional stereo system, 408

the initial step is to consider two catadioptric cameras: 409

1-omnivision and 2-omnivision with an already known 410

geometry (i.e. see Fig. 3). In order to simplify the notation, 411

only the variables related to the mirror and world frame will 412

be retained because their projection onto the image plane can 413

be controlled and vice versa from the image plane data onto 414

the mirror frame (please refer to Section 3). The catadioptric 415

systems are positioned in such way that their viewpoints 416

are horizontally aligned, their local ẑ-axes are parallel to 417

each other and DH is the distance between them. The 418

catadioptric system is depicted in Fig. 6, where X̃W is taken 419

as an arbitrary point in the 3D space and its reflecting light 420

rays at both mirrors’ surfaces are X̃1
M = (X1

M , Y 1
M , Z1

M ) and 421

X̃2
M = (X2

M , Y 2
M , Z2

M ), respectively. Depending on sensors 422

geometry (c1 ≤ horc1 ≥ h), c1 can take different values. 423
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Fig. 4. (Colour online) Hyperbolic mirror. (a) Reflecting ray lights that strike the mirror surface; (b) real image of the specially manufactured
mirrors by CNC micro-mechanisation.

Assume that the origin ÕW of the 3D coordinate system is424

located at F̃ii
2 (2-omnivision).425

Noticing that variables in the world frame ÕW are426

like “Ã,” the coordinates in the local frame OW are427

transformed to ÕW by Ã = ÕwTOwA. The plane conformed428

by F̃i
1F̃i

2 ∧ F̃i
1X̃W or F̃i

1F̃i
2 ∧ F̃i

2X̃W ⇒ n̂5 is denoted as 5429

and its normal is denoted as n̂5. Fig. 3 illustrates the geometry430

of the sensors. The positions of the foci are F̃i
1 = (DH , 0, h),431

F̃i
2 = (0, 0, h), F̃ii

1 = (DH , 0, h − c1) and F̃ii
2 = (0, 0, 0). The432

baseline F̃i
1F̃i

2 is parallel to x̂-axis, so equation for 5 is433

derived as follows:434

F̃i
1X̃1

M ⇒ X̃M
F =

(
X1

M − DH , Y 1
M , Z1

M − h
)
, (8)

F̃i
2F̃i

1 ⇒ B̃1
2 = (−DH , 0, 0), (9)

ñ5 = X̃M
F × B̃1

2 ⇒ 5 : −DH

(
Z1

M − h
)
Y +

(
DHY 1

M

)
Z.

(10)

Let us suppose a third camera 3-omnivision is introduced, 435

vertically aligned to 2-omnivision (see Fig. 7), their foci 436

belonging to ẑ-axis and DV is the distance between them. 437

The viewpoint of 3-omnivision is F̃i
3, and the point at 438

the mirror surface coming from X̃W is X̃3
M. The geometry 439

between 3–2-omnivision is defined by the baseline F̃i
2F̃i

3, in 440

this particular case the epipolar curves are radial lines. The 441

plane containing F̃i
2F̃i

3 ∧ F̃i
2X̃W or F̃i

2F̃i
3 ∧ F̃i

3X̃W ⇒ n̂Ä is 442

Ä-plane, F̃i
3 = (0, 0, h + DV ) and F̃ii

3 = (0, 0, h + DV − c3) 443

are the foci of 3-omnivision and the equation of Ä-plane is 444

F̃i
3X̃3

M ⇒ X̃
M3

F =
(
X3

M , Y 3
M , Z3

M − (h + DV )
)
, (11)

F̃i
3F̃i

2 ⇒ B̃2
3 = (0, 0, −DV ), (12)

ñÄ = X̃
M3

F × B̃2
3 ⇒ Ä :

(
−DV X2

M

)
X +

(
DV X3

M

)
Y = 0.

(13)

Fig. 5. (Top-left) omnidirectional image; (top-right) cylindrical representation and (bottom) panoramic image.
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Fig. 6. Stage # 1 for the epipolar geometry of two parallel
omnidirectional vision systems with hyperbolic mirrors.

Fig. 7. Complete model for the epipolar geometry of three
omnidirectional vision systems, two parallel and one aligned
vertically.Q7

Nevertheless, since we are interested in getting a high445

resolution compact stereovision system with only two446

cameras, we propose to consider 2-omnivision as a virtual447

camera equivalent to the desired position of 1-omnivision,448

Fig. 8. Triangulation and depth computation of two catadioptric
systems aligned vertically.

leading to X̃2
M ⇒ X̃1−desired

M (see Fig. 7). If we compute 449

X̃1−desired
M , it will be possible to get a vertically aligned 450

rectified configuration with two decoupled high-resolution 451

catadioptric systems. The theory and properties of rectified 452

images were presented by Hartley in ref. [31]. For 453

catadioptric systems, the rectification process20,32 provides 454

epipolar radial lines onto the image plane and when they 455

are projected onto the panoramic perspective, they become 456

parallel lines to the vertical axis. Consequently, the depth is 457

isotropic in all directions. 458

As the points X̃1
M and X̃3

M are known positions, the 459

rectification process becomes a problem for solving the 460

equation system of the intersection between Ä-plane (Eq. 461

(13)), 5-plane (Eq. (10)) and the quadric equation of the 462

mirror of 2-omnivision (named M1−desired, Eq. (1)). The 463

system has two possible solutions, which are the intersections 464

of the planes (Ä- and 5-planes) with the mirror surface 465

M1−desired. 466

However, since the azimuthal angle of the X̃3
M has been 467

computed and it must be same for X̃1−desired
M , it is then 468

possible to select the correct solution for X̃1−desired
M . 469

Once X̃1−desired
M has been calculated, the problem for depth 470

estimation from a pair of catadioptric systems is reduced to 471

Table II. Pseudo-code for objects detection and depth estimation.

Imaging procedure

1. Image acquisition:

• Two images (img 1–1 and img 1–2) acquisition by 1-omnivision.

• Two images (img 3–1 and img 3–2) acquisition by 3-omnivision.

2. Motion detection (segmentation):

• Image segmentation (imgSeg1): between img 1–1 and img 1–2.

• Image segmentation (imgSeg3): between img 3–1 and img 3–2.

3. Feature extraction:

• Fomni 1 = {motion, colour} ⇒ ROIomni 1

• Fomni 3 = {motion, colour} ⇒ ROIomni 3

4. Rectification: transformation 1-omnivision to 2-omnivision (1-desired omnivision), Eqs. (13), (10) and (1).

5. Disparity map and depth computation between imgSeg1−desired and imgSeg3 by Eq. (14).

6. Closest object localisation strategies.
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a simple triangulation, similar to what happens when using472

conventional cameras. Figure 8 illustrates the triangulation473

and depth computation process where α3 and α1−desired can474

be obtained from Figs. 3 and 7 and Eqs. (4) and (5), so depth475

d is obtained using the following equation:476

DV = D1−desired + D3

tan(α1−desired) = D1−desired

d

tan(α3) = D3

d





⇒ d

= DH

tan(α1−desired) + tan(α3)
. (14)

It is common that when rectification of images is been477

doing some region onto the image plane will present singu-478

larities or will be occluded in one of the images. Hence, these479

regions must me identified and avoided. In the case of our sys-480

tem, the regions close to two epipoles and the centre of the im-481

ages are where these singularities or occlusions are created.482

5. Experimentation483

Our goal for the experimental stage is to present an initial484

approach for human-like behaviour by means of the attitude485

of our proposed humanoid head. The visual servoing control486

task is focused in the attention strategies where the system487

reacts to any movements in its surroundings, in this case to488

the nearest moving object.489

The first stage involves image processing for the490

omnidirectional vision system. Promising results in491

matching correspondences depend on previous segmentation492

procedures. Commonly, robust techniques, such as the well-493

known methods of Mean-shift, CAMshift33 and so on are494

applied. However, since our purpose is to introduce robots495

in dynamic and changing environments for real-time tasks,496

we have used a robust algorithm for motion segmentation497

based on robust affine regression,35,36 and also proposed in498

previous work,34 where several experiments in hard dynamic499

outdoor scenes have been successfully carried out. In order500

to obtain robust feature for interest regions, we also include501

the variance and mean of the colour RGB of each segmented502

region. Then the rectification of the system is applied to the503

segmented regions (solving the equation system of Eqs. (10)504

and (13)) and the disparity map is computed (see Eq. (14)).505

The pseudo code used for this stage is summarised in Table II.506

In order to present the results of the image procedure, we507

have selected a representative pairs of images from large508

image sequences acquired with the panoramic stereo system509

(top 1-omnivision and bottom 3-omnivision), displayed in510

Fig. 9. It is possible to observe three interesting situations,511

the first an easiest scenario when a single object is moving in512

the surroundings of the system (see Fig. 9(a)). In the second513

pair, another object enters the scene; therefore, the current514

problem involves multiple moving objects’ detection (see515

Fig. 9(b)). The third pair shows several objects that move in516

random trajectories around the system (see Fig. 9(c)). The517

sequences were acquired in dynamic changing scenarios with518

Fig. 9. (Colour online) Omnidirectional images sequences: three
pairs from (top) 1-omnivison and (bottom) 3-omnivision.
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Fig. 10. The robust motion segmentation of image pairs and feature extraction for ROI.

uncontrolled light conditions; it is possible to observe the519

light coming through the window.520

The extraction of robust features of the regions (objects –521

possible targets) in movement is the main goal of the image-522

processing stage (see Table II). The combination of the523

robust algorithm for motion detection and region clustering524

by means of the gradient of colour variances allows us to525

compensate the changes in light conditions. Figure 10 shows526

the motion detection and feature extraction of three pairs of527

images. These three pairs describe similar situations as the528

images presented in Figs. 9(a), (b) and (c), respectively.529

Once the regions of interest (ROI) are identified onQ8530
both segmented images, we transform 1-omnivision to 2-531

omnivision (1-desired omnivision). When the images are532

vertically aligned, the disparity can be computed (inversely533

proportional to depth) for each ROI, therefore the nearest534

object can be defined. In order to perform the process of535

matching correspondences, the translation of the ROI needs536

a transformation due to catadioptric resolution. Figure 11537

exemplifies a disparity map and depth representation where538

the darker objects represent the nearest regions of interest.539

In addition, as a result of the disparity calculation, in Fig. 10540

the nearest object of each pair of images, captured by 1-541

omnivision and 3-omnivision, is selected by a radial line542

from the image centre.543

Several experiments were performed in order to test the544

visual attention control strategy, the results generated for the545

vision system for tracking the nearest object are presented546

as a function of the angular position (the elevation β and the547

azimuthal α angles), distances (disp.) and magnitude of the548

movement (M). The decision stage weighs the disparity and549

magnitude of the movement to select the nearest object; in550

this way the system will let alone near static objects and will551

Fig. 11. Disparity map of the objects in motion, dark grey is the
closest.

attend the next nearest object with the largest movement. 552

Under this rule our humanoid head will move in a “curious” 553

human-like manner. 554

In Fig. 12 we present the results of the elevation (ϕ) and 555

the azimuthal (α) angles, obtained by the omnidirectional 556

stereovision system – a long and large image sequence, the 557

image processing of this initial approach takes ∼ 300 ms. Q9558
Three interesting cases are represented in Fig. 12. In case 1, 559

the system is tracking the trajectory of an object in movement 560

(Object 1), and unexpectedly another object moves (Ob- 561

ject 2), a swiftly movement (to kick, to drop something, etc), 562

since the position of Object 2 with respect to the humanoid 563

head is closer than Object 1, the system attends this action. 564
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Fig. 12. Experimental results obtained by omnidirectional stereovision system: (a) elevation angle; (b) azimuthal angle.

This is represented as outliers in the natural tracking of565

Object 1 (this scenario is represented in Fig. 10(c)).566

The second case (case 2) shows the natural tracking of the567

nearest object in movement (Object 1), where none of the568

objects is nearer than Object 1, this situation is presented569

in Fig. 10(a). And finally (case 3), a scenario where two 570

people are interacting around the human head at equivalent 571

distances; in this case both people are selected intermittently 572

as a target, for example when people are talking, moving 573

their hands and so on (see Fig. 10(b)). 574

Fig. 13. Block Diagram of active control system for humanoid head using omnidirectional stereovision system.
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Fig. 14. Experimental results obtained by active control system for
tracking the nearest object.

Figure 13 shows a block diagram of the active control575

system of the humanoid head using omnidirectional576

stereovision system. The omnidirectional stereovision577

system supplies the control system input, the azimuth angle578

(α), the elevation angle (β) and the disparity of the images579

(disp.). Both the azimuth angle and the disparity of the580

images provided by the omnidirectional stereovision system581

are validated with data from the laser system, Sick LMS-291,582

verifying the effectiveness of the vision system and algorithm 583

described in Table II. Angles α, β and disp. values supplied 584

by the vision system are the inputs for active control system 585

of the humanoid head, so the head can “seek” the objects in 586

movements. The actions carried out by the humanoid head 587

are the pitch (β), roll (disp., β) and yaw (α). The angular 588

displacements of the neck are limited by the control system 589

to perform natural tracking tasks. 590

Figure 14 shows the pitch and yaw movements of the 591

humanoid head according to the results presented in Fig. 12. 592

The results of the pitch and yaw movement (Fig. 14) are 593

equivalent to the results of the elevation and azimuthal angles 594

given in Fig. 12. There is a difference between these, because 595

as a normal human behaviour the attention of the humanoid 596

head changes if the most interesting condition appears on 597

scenario. The commands to the active control system are 598

consecutively refreshed when an object is detected by the 599

omnidirectional vision system. 600

Several experiments were realised in order to test the basic 601

visual servoing control algorithm. In this case (Fig. 15) the 602

omnidirectional stereovision system detects three people in 603

movement, and the vision system is able to localise the 604

closest one. On the other hand, the system can detect the 605

most distant object if it is moving and the nearest objects are 606

in static position. Subsequently, the humanoid head turns its 607

“attention” (central point of the catadioptric system) to the 608

Fig. 15. Experimental testing of the implemented visual servoing algorithm to detect moving objects using omnidirectional stereovision
system.
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central point of the nearest object (or moving object in the609

area detected by the vision system).610

When two or more moving objects interact with each other611

at similar distances with respect to the humanoid head, it612

performs oscillatory movements paying attention to all them.613

The behaviour of the humanoid head, briefly described614

above, can be noted in the photographic sequences shown615

in Fig. 15. Sequences depicted in Fig. 15 should be read616

from left to right and top to bottom. In each picture there are617

arrows that indicate the attitude of the humanoid head (pitch618

and yaw angles) and the area towards the humanoid head619

turns his attention.620

6. Conclusions621

A systematic study of the proposed omnidirectional vision622

system was carried out in order to present a reconfigurable623

stereovision system for an adaptive humanoid head. The624

selected approach consists of panoramic stereovision system,625

composed by two hyperbolic catadioptric systems, resulting626

finally in a compact high resolution configuration easy to627

reproduce and feasible for real-time applications. A specially628

designed hyperbolic mirror was also micro-manufactured629

in the Centre for Automation and Robotics (CSIC-UPM).630

In addition, a simplified method for depth estimation was631

presented.632

Initial experimental results have been introduced. As an633

illustration of good performance of the proposed system, a634

wide range of typical human-like scenarios was used for these635

experiments. We have validated the stereo omnidirectional636

vision system (depth estimation) and the target position637

(azimuthal angle) by using as reference system such as638

LIDAR range sensor.639

The problem of singularities and lateral occlusions640

decreases the range of view; nevertheless this problem641

can be solved by using the neck movement. Since the642

objects position could be computed and tracked, the system643

could gather the situation when an object is approaching to644

singularities or occlusions.645
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